Ah a breath of fresh moose-tainted air this week with the coming of spring break in 20 degree weather. The dining hall staff was clearly into the spirit this week, what with bringing in their new containers for storing petting zoo feed. Let’s hope that Jeff is Petting Zoo Certified as he shoulders the new responsibilities brought on by his floor-mopping promotion.

In Brief:
❖ Mega-Wheatie Valley has filed a lawsuit against University Dining Services for discrimination against its clientele. Isn’t the need Mega-Wheatie-sized bins obvious?
❖ The Paulus One has been kind enough to host Wooly Mammoth Fest on WoW. Cargo Mammoths are slated to be raffled off throughout the day. (Jeff’s treat)
❖ Angry camels in tow, Cool Bryan will soon be attempting the Metapod Uber Challenge.
❖ Word has it that Nikita has become a BIGTIME Steelers Fan. Here we go Steelers!
❖ Join Masey this week as he chronicles his aspirations to be a Diabetes Educator.
❖ Funnel Cake - 6, Larson - 0
❖ Professor Gibbs has raised the white flag on his time-sink journey with L’Hopital. Lina Lee had already jumped the boat long ago.

Inconsiderate Person Pulls Fire Alarm
Ah, well here is the story of one sad man who can’t just stop doing harm to those around him. Yes, it is so that this inconsiderate human being will keep you in the dark as to how good the Heat really aren’t. Not only that, but he’s possibly one of the slowest people on the face of the planet; you’d better give him a 45 minute warning that you’re heading down to dinner, else good luck.

As you may have guessed, this sad soul would be Asaah. But then here we are yet again, with broken internet, all thanks to Asaah. But this time, no, the internet just wasn’t enough-- he just had to go pull the fire alarm as well. Late as he always is, he must have decided that he needed a good excuse for his latest bout of tardiness. And that’s where the fire alarm came in. I mean, come on, that’s something only Hainen would do, but it looks like he just had to stoop down to that level. Well gee thanks Assah from everyone here at 4th Doug.

Gromer Evolves into GromerTron
It is on this week that a terrible new being came into existence. Powerful, terrifying, and intimidating, this being can instill fear into the heart of every Christosaurodon, Stalker, or otherwise. It is feared that not even PokéBrett’s stand a chance against this fearful new superpower. This creature is the GromerTron. Born to Do Work Son and born to pwn n00bs, this Gromer can singlehandedly crush all Dilanese in its path. Evolved from the harsh atmospheric conditions surrounding Gromer Prime, this GromerTron is a lethal

(Continued on Page 2)
killer of all types of moose. Where the Gromer was obsolete in its Brawl combatant skills, the GromerTron features an integrated J. Paulus Auto-Target Assist System, allowing it to outspam and frankly, outclass Princess Ben. In addition, its Enhanced WoodChuck Detection Array, when coupled with its Class Zimbabwe Improved Gidley V Rocket System gives it the power to take on the entire Canadian military… and win. There is nothing that can stop the GromerTron.

Cactus Money Now Available
Tired of the declining value of the US dollar? Wish you had a NEW currency that reminded you of the joys of cactushood? Well worry no more, for McDonald Currency Hackers Co. is here for you! Push your “fake” money aside and embrace the way of the future: Cactus Money. Made from real cactus skin and doused in cactus oil, this authentic cactus money will propel your business into the next century (and make it camel-proof). Order today and we'll ship you a Gromer-proofing kit as well as a wallet that can’t be stolen by Alex. Hurrah for the Cactus States!

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!